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In the following article, Thomas
Donelon, CPA/ PFS, MST, of McKean,
Paul, Chrycy, Fletcher & Co., Miami,
Florida, explains how life insurance can
be an effective element of an estate plan.
ife insurance remains, in general
terms, the preeminent tool of the
estate planning professional. It
has many valuable uses as an instrument
for leveraging and replacing wealth. To
get the greatest tax and financial benefits
from a life insurance transfer, proper
planning, analysis and application are
essential.
The basic structure and make-up of
life insurance are well suited to gift
assignment. For gift tax purposes, the
value of a policy is its relatively low
“replacement cost” (IRC section
25.2512-(6)(9)). For example, the cur
rent cost of a policy with equivalent cov
erage provisions for a person of the
same age and health status provides
approximate replacement value. The
value (interpolated terminal reserve
value) of an existing “permanent” life
insurance policy approximates the cash
surrender value plus the unamortized
portion of the most recent premium pay
ment, provided there are no significant
changes in health status.
The wealth transfer capability of life
insurance is demonstrated by the insured’s
ability to transfer a policy contract and
then make the premium payments, using
the $10,000 annual donee gift tax exclu
sion ($20,000 if married and gift splitting
is elected [IRC section 2503(b)]). Upon
the death of the insured donor, millions of
dollars can be available to pay the estate
tax, while incurring little or no gift tax and

without using the unified credit in the
process. The low transfer tax value—cou
pled with an inherent potential to provide,
upon death, accelerated, tax-free funds
from small corresponding premium pay
ments (usually between .5% and 3% of
gross benefit proceeds annually)—is evi
dence of the power of life insurance as a
wealth transfer technique.

Gifting As an Estate Exclusion
Strategy
Since life insurance normally retains a
low current gift value compared with its
death benefits, compliance with statutory
requirements is essential to protect the
death benefits from being included in the
gross estate for transfer tax purposes. The
tax doctrines in this area worthy of the
planner’s review include:
Continued on page 2

TRENDWATCH
The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) is
reevaluating its position on the risks
401(k) plan sponsors and providers take
in providing investment advice to plan
participants. The DOL’s 1996 interpre
tive bulletin is unclear about whether a
company that invests a plan’s money can
also offer investment advice. A central
issue is whether the investment adviser is
independent. If not, the DOL currently
must approve the plan for giving advice.
Providers, however, find this process cum
bersome and hope the DOL will improve
it. Providers expect the DOL could require
advisers to disclose fully to plan sponsors
Continued on page 2
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TRENDWATCH
(continued from page 1)

and participants the fees or benefits
advisers receive for their advice.
Providers also think the DOL could
issue them class exemptions.
“Labor to Revisit Advice Rules,” CFO
(March 2000), p. 30
The House of Representatives
included pension provisions to the
tax cut package linked to the mini
mum wage increase bill. The House

passed the bill by a vote of 257 to 169
on March 9, 2000. The pension provi
sions would
■ Increase contribution limits for
401 (k), 403(b) and 457 plans in stages
to $14,000 and indexed thereafter.
■ Increase contribution limits for
SIMPLE plans in stages to $10,000 by
2004 and indexed thereafter.
■ Eliminate the 25%-of-compensation requirement for plans.
■ Increase pension portability.
■ Allow persons age 50 and older
to make additional pension contribu
tions.
■ Allow participants in 401 (k) and
403(b) plans to make aftertax contribu
tions. Eventual distribution would be
taxed similar to Roth IRA contributions.
Last November, the Senate ap
proved similar provisions included in
the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1999.
The provisions in both House and Sen
ate bills are similar to pension provi
sions included in the Taxpayer Relief
and Refund Act of 1999, which Presi
dent Clinton vetoed.
(www.ici.org/issues/tax-minwage.html)
Do independent fee-based planners
have advantages in providing person
al services and greater expertise?

Guy Moszkowski, managing director
and equity analyst at Salomon Smith
Barney, was asked that question in an
interview with Dow Jones Investment
Advisor (January 2000). Moszkowski
answered, “there are brokers out there
that have served clients well and will
now serve them better because they
don’t have to spend half the morning
Continued on page 15
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Life Insurance: Practical Applications
Continued from page 1
■ Incidents of ownership (IRC
section 2042).
■ Gifts in contemplation of death
and transfer within three years of death
(IRC section 2035).
Violations of these doctrines are the
most frequent causes of life insurance
proceeds being included in a dece
dent’s gross estate.
To comply with the incidents-ofownership doctrine, the insured must
not hold, directly or indirectly, owner
ship authority over the policy (even as
a contingent beneficiary through a pos
sible testamentary transfer). Powers
considered to be incidents of owner
ship include the ability to change the
beneficiary, cancel the policy or per
form any other act of possession or
control.
Of course, for transfers of existing
policies, the transfer-in-contemplationof-death rule remains a contingent
estate tax problem after the expiration
of the section 2035 requirement for a
three-year period between transfer and
the insured’s death. When it appears
certain the insured transferor will not
outlive the three-year term, depending
on the nature of the estate, the client
should consider gifting the policy to a
qualified charity. The gift to charity
effectively eliminates the increase in
the gross estate that would result from
inclusion of the death benefits.

pay the estate tax, the trust document
should be carefully drafted to grant
discretionary authority to the trustee to
loan money or purchase assets from
the decedent's estate. The trust can
purchase substantial, illiquid assets
held in the estate, such as real property
or stock in a family or closely held cor
poration that otherwise, depending on
the components and size of the estate,
may cause a liquidity crisis and even
tual forced sale to pay the estate tax.
(The planner and client must check,
however, the exemptions provided in
the Tax Relief Act of 1997.) The estate
normally does not incur substantial
capital gains tax liability on the sale
because of the step-up in basis at the
estate valuation date (IRC section
2032).
The tax code sanctions direct gifts
of life insurance premium payments as
a transfer of a required present interest.
A gift to a trust, however, is considered
a future interest for purposes of the
annual gift tax exclusion (the gift does
n't provide beneficiaries with an unre
stricted right to the immediate use, pos
session or enjoyment of the property).
Without a present interest, the transfer
prompts the use of the unified credit or
is treated as a taxable gift. Despite that,
the so-called Crummey provision or
powers can provide the gift with a pre-

The Life Insurance Trust
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An irrevocable life insurance trust
is also commonly used to protect poli
cy benefits from inclusion in the gross
estate and to provide the estate with
liquidity upon death. In addition to
excluding the proceeds from the gross
estate, the trust form protects the trust
corpus from the beneficiaries’ creditors
and provides professional management
and the ability to retain disbursement
options for the long-term care of a ben
eficiary or for the next generation. Of
course, the trust is also structured and
funded with life insurance to provide
liquidity to the estate upon the death of
the insured. To make funds available to
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sent interest (Crummey v. Commission
er, 397 F. 2d 82 [9th Cir. 1968]).
Crummey Powers
The Crummey decision accepted and
specifically validated a gift to a trust as
a present interest when the beneficiaries
are provided withdrawal rights on each
contribution of funds to the trust (estab
lishing Crummey powers). A contribu
tion to the trust usually is made annual
ly to cover premium payments. Still,
the IRS has consistently, but unsuccess
fully, opposed the use of the Crummey
powers but continues to examine cases
to determine whether
■ The powers are “illusory.”
■ Sufficient time was given to
make a withdrawal, and notice to with
draw funds was timely and formal.
To meet the requirements of IRC
sections 2041(b)(2) and 2514(e), any
power to withdraw from the trust by a
beneficiary must be limited to $5,000 or
5% of the principal. Otherwise, the
withdrawal power is deemed a “lapse
and a release of powers” for amounts
over $5,000 or 5% of the corpus and,
accordingly, the withdrawal is treated
as a gift from the beneficiary to the
trust.
Second-to-Die Approach

The second-to-die or joint and sur
vivor insurance policy, usually for a
husband and wife, pays a death benefit
after both spouses have passed away.
Since the policy costs are based on the
probable mortality of two lives, premi
um costs are reduced. After one
spouse’s death, the unlimited marital
deduction postpones any payment of

Crummey Powers

estate tax until the surviving spouse’s
death. Hence, the advantage of this type
of policy is the concurrent timing of the
estate tax liability and the receipt of the
policy’s death benefit.
“First-to-Die” and Business
Succession

All closely held companies should
have a management succession plan to
safeguard the owner’s interest. Most
often, a succession plan for the prema
ture death of a key manager-owner is
provided in the stockholders' buy-sell
agreement in the form of either a stock
redemption agreement or a cross-pur
chase agreement. In the stock-redemp
tion agreement, the corporation pur
chases a policy on the life of the stock
holders and the proceeds are used to
purchase the stock of the deceased
stockholders. For the cross-purchase
agreement, the stockholders as individ
uals own life insurance coverage on
each other’s lives. The deceased stock
holder’s estate is contractually obligat
ed to sell the estate’s shares to the other
shareholders.
An insurance product designed to
provide more efficiently for the needs
of the traditional buy-sell agreement is
first-to-die life insurance. The policy
may cover up to eight lives simultane
ously and can provide considerable pre
mium savings when compared with the
purchase of separate policies on the life
of each individual.
Although the first-to-die policy
appears to be a more cost-effective way
to fund the buy-sell agreement, it does
not alleviate the traditional issues gen
erally encountered in the agreement.

Come Under Attack

The oft-cited precedent in the Crummey case has again come under attack, this
time in the Clinton administration’s recent budget proposals. During its many
years of use, the Crummey system has prompted distinguished commentators
to attack the procedure on grounds of obvious “form over substance” and as a
preconceived “step-transaction” device. Interestingly, analysts have already
started to craft schemes to mitigate damage if the new proposals become law.
One example is an indirect routing mechanism, which, if not shown to be a
tax-avoidance sham, would use the unified credit of the children but defer
payment of any transfer tax for at least another generation.
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The issues are associated with technical
compliance and planning considera
tions and include
■ The policy being subject to the
claims of corporate creditors.
■ The possible generation of an
alternative minimum tax (AMT) liabil
ity.
■ No step-up in basis upon
redemption of deceased stockholders’
interest to the surviving stockholders.
■ The redemption being treated as
a dividend within a family corporation.
Section 303 Redemptions

Since 1950, IRC section 303 has
allowed the redemption of corporate
stock (S or C)—without dividend treat
ment or undue capital gains liability,
because of the step-up in basis at
death—to pay certain estate settlement
costs of a deceased stockholder. Subject
to restrictions, the provision allows the
estate or a beneficiary to redeem stock.
Through a section 303 redemption, the
company can indirectly pay for the
decedent's funeral costs, estate admin
istration, and death taxes (estate trans
fer and generation-skipping transfer
taxes). The purpose of this code section
is to allow the owners of closely held
corporations to avoid a forced sale
because of lack of liquidity when the
value of the decedent’s closely held
stock comprises more than 35% of the
total adjusted estate (section 303
[b][2][A]).
To ensure liquidity, insurance on the
owner’s life often is recommended.
However, the policy can increase the
value of the stock for estate valuation
purposes and the death benefits may
prompt an AMT liability. Still, the death
benefits once again meet the need for
liquidity. Proper planning to ensure a
beneficial section 303 redemption
requires coordination with the overall
estate plan and the individual tax and
financial circumstances of each individ
ual client.
Insurance in a Qualified
Retirement Plan

Although there are some income tax
advantages (for example, premiums are
deductible) to obtaining life insurance
Continued on page 4
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Appropriate Beneficiary Options for Individual Retirement Accounts
By Robert E. Harrison, CPA

any people have substantial
(3) A period that does not extend
$300,000. Based on his age on his birth
beyond (1) or (2).
day in the year he became 70/, the IRS
life insurance policies, quali
The life expectancies, determined
tables show a life expectancy of 16
fied retirement plan accounts,
years. Thus, based on the IRA owner’s
and individual retirement accounts
under tables issued by the IRS, may be
redetermined each year (except for a
(IRAs). Unfortunately, without proper
life expectancy
alone,
$18,750
designated beneficiary who is not the
planning the value of these assets even
($300,000 divided by 16) must be dis
owner’s spouse). This annual recalcula
tually will be diminished substantially
tributed to him by April 1, 2000. Assum
by a combination of income and estate
tion permits the owner to reduce the
ing that the amount in his IRA on
minimum distribution, thereby maxi
taxes. An important part of this plan
December 31, 1999, was $330,000, the
ning involves making sure that the
mizing the allowable deferral of
amount of $20,343 ($330,000 less
appropriate persons or entities have
income tax on the IRA funds. However,
$18,750 [required distribution for 1999
the recalculation method could result in
been designated legally as the benefi
made in 2000] divided by recalculated
accelerating distributions when the par
ciaries of the life insurance policies,
life expectancy at age 71 of 15.3 years)
ticipant’s spouse dies.
qualified plans, or IRAs.
must be distributed to him by December
The IRC requires that, by April 1 of
The rules are illustrated in the follow
31, 2000. If the IRA owner used the joint
the calendar year following the calen
ing example: An IRA owner who was
life expectancy with his wife to compute
dar year in which a traditional IRA
bom on June 6, 1929, and who has des
his minimum distributions, the required
account owner becomes age 70/, cer
ignated his wife (age 68 in 1999) as the
April 1, 2000, and December 31, 2000
tain minimum distributions must be
beneficiary of his IRA, reached age 70/
distributions would be reduced to
made. The same rule applies to a retired
on December 6, 1999. The amount in
$13,953 and $15,268, respectively.
participant in a qualified retirement
his IRA on December 31, 1998, the year
If the IRA owner chooses not to
plan and to a qualified retirement plan
before he reached age 70/, was
recalculate life expectancy each year
participant who is a 5% owner of the
plan sponsor. If a qualified retirement
plan participant is not a 5% owner and
Life Insurance: Practical Applications
is still employed at the end of the year
Continued from page 3
in which he or she reaches age 70⅟2, the
minimum distributions do not have to
begin until April 1 following the year of
through a qualified plan, the foremost
Before the decedent’s death, the
retirement. (The date on which distrib
deterrent to such a purchase for many
planner and client should do a post
utions must begin is referred to as the
clients is that the death benefit pro
mortem tax projection, analyzing
required beginning date.) Roth IRA
ceeds will be included in the gross
“what if” scenarios for a possible use
account owners are not subject to this
estate. Agents, in their zeal to market
of disclaimers. Postmortem alterna
minimum distribution regime.
the product, often explain away the
tives available to the estate include
To avoid a confiscatory penalty,
problem via the marital deduction. In
disclaiming property, which is a tech
certain minimum amounts must be dis
light of the minor income tax advan
nical renunciation of testamentary
tributed for the year an IRA owner
tage of funding a policy in a qualified
assets subject to estate tax erosion,
reaches his or her required beginning
plan, most clients with a projected
including life insurance if it will be
date and for each year thereafter.
estate tax liability may be well advised
included in the estate. In a qualified
Thus, someone who became 70 on
to examine alternative means of fund
disclaimer, an executor effectively
May 10, 1999, must receive a distribu
ing investments within their retirement
changes the decedent’s will (IRC sec
tion for 1999 by April 1, 2000, and
plans.
tion 2518) and takes advantage of the
another distribution for the year 2000
postmortem estate analysis to manipu
by December 31, 2000. For each sub
Postmortem Planning
late the routing of assets to the spouse
sequent calendar year, the minimum
One of the first postmortem actions
and beneficiaries or others including
amount must be distributed by Decem
taken by the executor of an estate
charities, to maximize the unified
ber 31. The amount of each required
should be to file the claim for the death
credit and GST exemptions, and so
distribution is based on one of the fol
benefit on the decedent’s life. As
forth. Although not as effective as pre
lowing:
explained above, life insurance can
death estate planning, postmortem
(1) The life expectancy of the owner.
provide urgently needed liquidity to the
decisions by the executor can yield
(2) The joint life expectancies of the
estate. With liquidity, the executor has
significant tax deferral and savings.
owner and the owner’s designated ben
Life insurance can play an integral
greater flexibility in efforts to maxi
eficiary.
mize the net after-tax estate.
part in the planning process. ♦
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(or the terms of the particular IRA do
not permit recalculation), the initial life
expectancy is reduced by one for each
year after the age 70⅟2year. For exam
ple, if the IRA owner’s life expectancy
at age 70⅟2 is 16 years, you must divide
by 15 to compute the next calendar
year’s minimum required distribution,
and so on thereafter. If the IRA owner
used the joint life expectancy with his
wife and this was 21 years when the
IRA owner reached age 70⅟2, a divisor
of 20 would be used to compute the
next calendar year’s minimum required
distribution. Under this method, known
as the term certain method, distribu
tions may continue for the joint life
expectancy period even if the beneficia
ry dies before the IRA owner.
The rules for how and when desig
nated beneficiaries of traditional IRAs

may take distributions depend on
whether the IRA owner died before or
after his or her required beginning date.
Death Before Required Beginning
Date

A participant often designates his or
her spouse as the IRA beneficiary.
Since a bequest to a spouse who is a
U.S. citizen is eligible for the marital
deduction, such a beneficiary designa
tion avoids estate tax on the death of the
IRA owner. In addition, naming a
spouse as a designated beneficiary has
important implications relating to
required distributions.
If the IRA owner dies before his or
her required beginning date, the entire
balance in the account is generally
required to be distributed by the last
day of the calendar year in which the

fifth anniversary of the owner’s death
falls. Two exceptions to this five-year
rule apply.
(1) If a designated beneficiary has been
named, distributions should begin not
later than the last day of the calendar
year following the calendar year of the
IRA owner’s death and can extend over
the life expectancy of the designated
beneficiary.
(2) If the designated beneficiary is a
surviving spouse, distributions can be
deferred until the last day of the calen
dar year in which the deceased IRA
owner would have reached age 70⅟2.
However, the distributions can be made
over the surviving spouse’s life
expectancy.
A surviving spouse who is the desig
nated beneficiary of an IRA (or of a
Continued on page 6

Example of Potential Impact of Federal Estate and Income Taxes on Qualified-Plan/IRA Balances
When No Spouse Survives
Assumptions

1)
2)
3)

Only a federal tax impact.
Estate tax rate of 55% and income tax rate of 39.6%.
No surviving spouse.

Total value of qualified-plan/
IRA accounts

$3,000,000

Estate Tax

Total account balances
Tax rate
Estate tax

$3,000,000
55%
1,650,000

Income tax
Total account balances
Estate tax thereon
3% deduction phaseout
Net itemized deduction
Net subject to income tax
Tax rate
Income tax
Total taxes

Net assets to beneficiaries

Net assets to beneficiaries as %
of total account balances

PFP DIVISION

$ 3,000,000
$1,650,000
(90,000)

(1,560,000)
1,440,000
39.6%
570,240

2,220,240

$ 779,760
26%
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Appropriate Beneficiary Options for Individual Retirement Accounts
Continued from page 5

qualified retirement plan) is allowed to
roll over the IRA into his or her own
IRA. If the spouse does so, distribu
tions do not have to begin until the sur
viving spouse’s own required begin
ning date (April 1 of the year after the
year in which the surviving spouse
reaches age 70⅟2). The distribution
period would be based on the surviv
ing spouse’s life expectancy, or the
joint life expectancies of the surviving
spouse and his or her designated bene
ficiary. If, when the IRA owner dies,
the surviving spouse is over age 70⅟2
and rolls over the IRA, the required
beginning date starts immediately.
It should be noted that distributions
do not have to begin immediately if
the decedent IRA owner was not yet
70Z on the date of death and the sur
viving spouse does not effect a
rollover.

newly determined) of the designated
beneficiary.
Even if the recalculation method
was elected by an IRA owner or a par
ticipant in a qualified plan, with a
spouse as the designated beneficiary,
the spouse is still allowed to roll over
the IRA into his or her own IRA. This
allows the spouse to delay taking dis
tributions until the year he or she
reaches 70⅟2. If the surviving spouse is
already age 70⅟2 when the IRA owner
dies, distributions must begin by the
end of the calendar year following the
calendar year in which the owner died.
The period for distribution would be
based on either the surviving spouse’s
life expectancy or the joint life
expectancy of the surviving spouse
and his or her newly designated bene
ficiary.
Charities as Beneficiaries

Death After Required Beginning
Date

When an IRA owner dies after the
required beginning date for distribu
tions, the pattern of future distribu
tions depends on the irrevocable elec
tion chosen by the decedent for calcu
lation of minimum distributions at the
required beginning date. Assuming the
participant was using the term certain
method, the amount of each required
distribution continues to be based on
either (a) the participant’s life ex
pectancy (as originally determined) or
(b) the joint life expectancy (as origi
nally determined) of the participant
and his or her designated beneficiary.
If life expectancy was being recalcu
lated each year, required distributions
may be accelerated.
If, for example, an IRA owner who
elected to recalculate dies without a
designated beneficiary, the entire
account balance must be paid out by
December 31 of the year following
the year of death because the dece
dent’s recalculated life expectancy
declines to zero. With a designated
beneficiary, the balance must be paid
out over the single life expectancy (as

6
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With a spouse as a designated ben
eficiary, no estate tax is imposed on
the participant's death. However, if the
surviving spouse does not consume
the assets in a qualified retirement plan
or IRA during his or her life, estate tax
will be imposed on the value of these
assets at his or her death. The combi
nation of income taxes and estate taxes
could cause a combined federal tax
burden of as much as 74%. (See the
example on page 5.)
For individuals wishing to make
bequests to charities (including their
own family private foundations), the
assets in qualified plans or IRAs are
ideal for the situation depicted in the
example on page 5. Naming a charity
as the ultimate beneficiary would cost
a family less than 26% since about
74% of the bequest would have been
paid in federal taxes had the bequest
been to children or grandchildren. It
should be noted, however, that a char
ity is not regarded as a designated ben
eficiary for purposes of the minimum
distribution rules, so only the owner’s
life expectancy can be used in deter
mining the minimum distributions
during his or her life.

Trusts as Beneficiaries

In recent years, it has become
increasingly common for a trust to be
named as the beneficiary of an IRA or
qualified retirement plan. A trust often
permits greater flexibility in distribut
ing and managing the assets. However,
in order to ensure that the beneficiary
of a trust will be considered a desig
nated beneficiary for purposes of the
minimum distribution rules, certain
requirements must be satisfied. Under
proposed Treasury regulations, the
requirements are as follows:
(1) The trust must be valid under state
law or would be valid but for the fact
that it has no corpus.
(2) The trust must be irrevocable or
will, by its terms, become irrevocable
upon the participant’s death.
(3) The beneficiaries of the trust with
respect to the trust’s interests in the
IRA must be identifiable from the trust
instrument.
(4) Proper documentation (for exam
ple, a copy of the trust instrument)
must be provided to the plan adminis
trator.
If these requirements are not satisfied,
the participant will be treated as not
having a designated beneficiary and
the entire balance in the account gen
erally will be required to be distributed
within five years of the owner’s death
should he or she die before the
required beginning date.
It is not unusual for people to spend
most of their working lives accumulat
ing assets in qualified retirement plans
and/or IRAs. Unfortunately, some of
these people have not paid sufficient
attention to their beneficiary designa
tions and the minimum distribution
rules to assure that the aftertax values
of these assets will be maximized.
Accordingly the planner or a tax pro
fessional should review a client’s writ
ten beneficiary designations and the
related qualified plan/IRA documents
to make sure that the assets will be dis
tributed in accordance with the client’s
desires and with the smallest tax
impact. ♦
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Meeting the Millennium: Lessons Learned at the
2000 PFP Technical Conference

HIGHLIGHTS
9 CPAs No Longer Just Look in the

Rear View Mirror
hether you think the third
Clients Really Want and How to Deliv
millennium has just begun or
er It in the Fastest-Paced Environment
John P. Napolitano CPA/PFS, CFP,
MST, is Chairman of US Financial
the second millennium is just
We Have Ever Witnessed,” Dunn
Advisors (USFA), LLC of Braintree,
ending, the security of your future
as a practice development as making
defined
Massachusetts. He explains how CPAs
personal financial planner was enhanced
the practice “inherently more valuable.”
can expand the routine services they
if you attended the AICPA PFP Techni
Planners can accomplish this by exam
provide clients into PFP services. USFA
cal Conference, January 10-12, 2000 in
ining what clients “actually want and
is a company dedicated to helping CPAs
enhance their revenue, value and client
New Orleans. The conference gave plan
then developing systems and processes
loyalty through delivery of a broad
ners knowledge and tools to face the
to respond to that in positive ways.”
range of financial advisory services.
many issues associated with estate and
Proper client selection is central to
The article is adapted from one pub
retirement planning, investment plan
Dunn’s approach to building a business.
lished in SumNews, the newsletter of
ning and practice management.
He advised conference participants to
the Massachusetts Society of CPAs, Inc.
James A. Shambo, CPA/PFS, chair
be selective in picking clients and to
of the conference steering committee,
build the practice on these key clients,
10 Reading Market Signals
opened the conference and introduced
who are saying, “Help me build my
In his summary of a presentation
the speaker for the general session,
business and my wealth—give more
made at the AICPA 2000 PFP Techni
cal Conference, Dean Mioli, CPA,
John P. Coghlan, Vice Chairman, The
value and I’ll pay for it—and it doesn’t
technical manager in the AICPA PFP
Charles Schwab Corporation and Presi
need to be you that does it.” The key to
section, reports on one interpretation
dent, Schwab Institutional, San Fran
succeeding in taking this approach is to
of market signals.
cisco. Coghlan spoke on “Opportunities
implement systems to sell and do the
in Investment Management,” citing the
work, as well as to measure results and
11 Advising on Stock Options—
many advantages CPAs have in enter
communicate with clients.
Beyond the Numbers
ing this service area. They include the
Systems alone, however, are not suf
Sarah Phelan, JD, technical manager
tradition of being asked for advice, the
ficient to ensure profitability. Dunn
in the PFP division, summarizes the
custom of fee-based service, their rec
advised conference participants to
presentation on stock options by
Karen Goodfriend, CPA/PFS, at the
ognized objectivity, their need to com
“fire” some of their clients. Meeting the
2000 AICPA PFP Technical Confer
ply with the standard of integrity, their
service needs of some clients is some
ence.
having earned the trust of their clients
times less profitable than meeting the
and their being at the center of their
needs of others. A practice will be more
14 AICPA PFP Technical Conference
clients’ financial situations.
profitable by focusing on the needs of
Audio Cassettes Available
Coghlan also cited much data that
the clients requiring more valuable ser
described the size of the market CPAs
vices at higher rates—value prices.
could enter. Investable assets in the Unit
After the two general sessions, the
ed States exceed $15 trillion and are fore
Continued on page 8
cast to exceed $20 trillion as we enter the
new millennium. Independently man
Lagniappe: Extra Optional Sessions
aged assets have grown in every market,
but between 1993 and 1998, the rate of
In New Orleans and throughout Southern Louisiana and Southeast Texas, one often
growth of adviser assets has been five
hears the word lagniappe—something extra given for good measure. Perhaps, the
times that of asset growth in general.
word is appropriate for describing several opportunities conference participants had
Coghlan said that, although full commis
to attend sessions on useful and practical topics before the official start of the 2000
sion brokers have the oldest and wealthi
PFP Technical Conference in New Orleans. Two free optional sessions were offered
est clients, 90% of future asset growth
Sunday morning: “Enhancing Your Practice With Separately Managed Accounts,”
will be attributable to the growth in
and “What You Can Do to Insulate Your Clients From the Litigation Epidemic.” In
assets of the baby boomers (ages 35-55).
the afternoon two concurrent sessions were available for an additional fee. In
This market shift provides an opportuni
“Managing Your Office Efficiently with Technology,” Randy Johnston of K2
ty for CPAs to serve this clientele.
Enterprises, Hutchinson, Kansas, updated participants on computer technology and

W

recommended solutions and upgrades for handling business issues. A concurrent

Adding Value

Despite expanding market opportu
nities, practice development is not easy,
said Paul Dunn, chairman of Results
Accountants’ Systems, Pleasanton, Cal
ifornia. In his presentation, “What

PFP DIVISION

session offered guidance on “Adding Fee-Only Planning to Your Practice,” with
panelists Bernard M. Kiely, CPA, CFP of Kiely Capital Management Inc., Morris
town, New Jersey Irwin S. Rothenberg, CPA/PFS, of Wealth Management Consul
tants, LLC, Santa Rosa, California, and Thomas D. Smedile, CPA, Swarthmore
Financial Advisors, Ltd., Media, Pennsylvania. ♦
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2000 PFP Technical
Conference
Continued from page 7
conference broke out into concurrent
sessions covering various practice man
agement and development issues and
technical subjects related to personal
financial planning, including several
focusing on investment management.
“Financial Planning With Stock
Options” was presented by Karen Good
friend, CPA/PFS, a partner with Gold
stein Enright Financial Advisers Inc.,
Palo Alto, who specializes in serving
clients with stock options and other con
centrated stock positions. See Sarah Phe
lan’s article on page 11 for details about
how Goodfriend helps her clients—exec
utives and other employees at Internet,
medical products, and other high tech
nology companies—address the many
issues associated with their new wealth.
Goodfriend also covered practice devel
opment issues for practitioners who
serve, or wish to serve, this client niche.
Ms. Goodfriend was recognized by
Worth magazine as one of the “Best
Financial Advisers” in 1997, 1998, and
1999. Another planner who received that
recognition in 1998 and 1999, Mark J.
Smith, CPA/PFS, CIMA, CFP, M.J.
Smith & Associates, Aurora, Colorado,
helped conference participants to “Get
Under the Hood of an Annuity.” After
noting the tremendous growth of the
annuity marketplace in the last 10 years,
Smith described the current marketplace:
More than $25 billion of annuities were
sold in 1999. Furthermore, the Morn
ingstar Data Base tracks annuities
accounting for more than 6,000 subac
counts worth $760 billion. In an
overview of annuities, Smith explained
their advantages (for example, taxdeferred growth, multiple investment
choices, no up front sales charge, with
drawal flexibility) and disadvantages (for
example, early withdrawal penalties, no
stepped-up death benefit, mortality and
expense charges, contract charges).
Smith also compared variable annu
ities with mutual funds, pointing out the
features of each investment option and
their similarities and differences. He
concluded that a variable annuity
makes sense when the purchaser has a
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time horizon of more than 4 years, is
growth oriented, and plans to withdraw
money over time.
Other guidance offered by Smith
included cautioning purchasers to exam
ine all the benefits of variable annuities
to see if costs are worthwhile. In addi
tion, purchasers should look at either
differences in expenses or differences in
net return, rather than automatically
linking one to another. The longer the
contract is held and the faster it grows,
the less impact fees will have. The
impact of internal fees may pale given
the freedom of investment choice. Annu
ities, Smith said, are designed to meet
several investment goals. “Raw perfor
mance is not the only issue.”
Technology Tools

For planners, technology tools are
basic to their practice. Consequently,
several sessions addressed this need.
Jane Schuck, Director Brentmark Soft
ware, Inc., Orlando, demonstrated how
particular tools are used in real-world
case studies. The tools included Steve
Leimberg’s Estate Planning QuickView,
the Investment Scenario Generator, and
PFP Notebook. (Note: The AICPA offers
members discounts on these products.
For more information, call 888-7777077.) At a concurrent session, Robert
Fourman, Director of Sales and Market
ing, ExecPlan, Princeton, New Jersey,

Peter Ricchiutti, assistant dean of
Tulane University’s A. B. Freeman
School of Business, New Orleans,
offered insights on what is happening
in the stock market today.

gave ExecPlan users a chance to learn
about its more advanced features.
Keeping Abreast

The concurrent sessions gave partici
pants an opportunity to get up to speed on
the latest technical issues in many, many
areas. Sessions updated planners on
■ Investment planning issues:
asset allocation, behavioral finance,
assessing client risk tolerance, hedging,
monetizing and diversifying concen
trated equity holdings. See “Market
Signals” on page 10 in which Dean
Mioli summarizes Peter Richiutti’s ses
sion, “Market Signals—What Is the
Financial Market Telling Us Now?”
■ Estate planning and retirement
planning issues: estate taxes, estate plan
ning for large balance retirement plans,
financial independence projections,
income tax consequences of distributions
from estates and trusts, the Roth IRA,
discounts of closely held businesses.
■ Practice management issues:
Constructing a successful financial
planning practice, improving your prac
tice, and effective media training.
Almost all of the sessions are available
on tape (see the list and ordering
instructions on page 13).
What’s Ahead

An appropriate ending to the confer
ence, whether you think the second mil
lennium has ended or the third has yet to
begin, was a look to the future: “What to
Do—Sell, Merge, Consolidate, etc.—
The Future of Your Practice.”
Various views of the future for plan
ners were presented by panelists Barton
C. Francis, CPA/PFS, CFP, CIMA. Ernst
& Young LLP, West Palm Beach, Flori
da; former AICPA chairman Stuart
Kessler, CPA/PFS, American Express
Tax and Business Services, New York;
and Irwin S. Rothenberg, CPA/PFS,
Wealth Management Consultants, LLC,
Santa Rosa, California. This panel pre
sented their perspectives on the options
available to planners and their firms as
the accounting profession—and personal
financial planning—evolve. Planners
need to consider their options in light of
their firm’s vision, the goals of partner
and staff, the business plan, clients’
needs, and the changing environment of
the financial services industry. ♦
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Investment planning ...
is the perfect practice niche for CPAs
As we enter the new millennium, there’s more money to be made — or lost — in the investment market than ever before.

Quite obviously, people must find the most trustworthy professionals to manage their finances. Investment management

industry and media reports indicate that investors now insist upon getting the best, most relevant information and
authoritative individual guidance from those offering investment advisory services. They simply will accept nothing less.

CPAs are clearly the most intelligent choice. Only CPAs are both strategically positioned and totally qualified to

confidently fulfill all of their clients’ requisite demands. The financial interests of their clients come first — not sales

commissions. CPAs bring rationality, insight, and wisdom to the process of meeting their clients’ monetary objectives.
Also of critical importance, CPAs always consider the tax implications behind any potential investment — a vital aspect
other advisers rarely even take into account.

Becoming an investment adviser enables you to offer prime value-added services to your clients — thereby developing
extremely lucrative new revenue streams for your firm. The 2000 AICPA National Investment Planning Conference

gives you all the tools, techniques, and confidence you need to successfully market — and accurately and effectively
deliver — investment advisory services your clients.

Maximize your learning experiences!
Come to Philadelphia a day early to attend the pre-conference
workshop on the Fundamentals of Investment Planning.

Conference objectives
■ Give participants the opportunity to expand the scope of their practice by offering investment planning services to
their clients.

■ Provide participants with practical guidance, technical expertise, and solid management skills essential for performing

investment planning services.
■ Supply participants with a solid framework for the seamless integration of investment planning into an existing CPA

practice as a new or increasing source of revenue.

Reasons to attend
■ The expert instruction delivered helps you develop the technical, practical, and management skills necessary for

providing outstanding investment advisory services.
■ You have access to the best and brightest financial experts offering no-nonsense guidance and practical advice.
■ You engage in lively roundtable and panel discussions giving you a variety of priceless interactive learning experiences.
■ You acquire the ability to solidify your position as a critical resource for assisting your clients to more effectively achieve

theirfinancial goals.
■ You broaden the capacity of your practice to offer these highly valuable, easily marketable, and incredibly lucrative

services for the foreseeable future.

CALL 1-888-777-7077 TO REGISTER TODAY!

Conference

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP
(Additional Fee)

7:00am-4:00pm

Registration and Message Center Open
7:00am-8:00am

9:00am-3:00pm

Continental Breakfast

Fundamentals of Investment Planning
MAIN CONFERENCE BEGINS
THURSDAY, JUNE 1, 2000

7:00am-7:50am

Optional Roundtables (select one)
Practice Models

7:00am-4:30pm

Registration and Message Center Open

Billing Fee Structures

7:00am-8:00am

How the Internet Changes Your Business

Continental Breakfast
8:00am-9:00am

Future of Money Management

8:00am-8:10am

Introduction

9:00am-10:30am

8:10am-9:10am

Panel: Who Is Your Competition?

9:10am-10:15am

Refreshment Break and Exhibits

10:15am-10:45am

Concurrent Sessions (select one)

Keynote Address: Understanding the Net Economy

Boomernomics

10:00am-10:30am

10:30am-11:45am

Refreshment Break and Exhibits

Technology Panel — Software for Asset Allocation,
Research, and Performance Monitoring

10:45am-12:00pm

Concurrent Sessions (select one)

Fixed Income — The Forgotten Part of Your
Client's Asset Allocations

Internet Research — Investment Research
and Client Monitoring

International Investments in
Mature and Emerging Markets

Converting Tax Clients to Planning and Asset
Management Clients
11:45am-1:15pm

Diversification Strategies for
Concentrated Wealth-Single Stock

Lunch

l:15pm-2:30pm

Concurrent Sessions (select one)

12:00pm-1:30pm

Lunch

Technology Panel — Software for Asset Allocation,
Research, and Performance Monitoring

l:30pm-2:45pm

Concurrent Sessions (select one)

Niche Marketing: Identifying and Growing Your Niche

Internet Research — Investment
Research and Client Monitoring (Repeat #9)

How and When to Use Insurance in
Your Investment Advisory Strategy
Advanced Mutual Fund Analysis

Managing Client Expectations — Presenting
Investment Strategies and Results With Clients
2:30pm-2:45pm

Refreshment Break and Exhibits
2:45pm-4:00pm

Concurrent Sessions (select one)

2:45pm-3:15pm

Refreshment Break and Exhibits

Advanced Risk Investment

3:15pm-4:30pm

Niche Marketing: Identifying and Growing Your
Niche (Repeat #14)

Concurrent Sessions (select one)
Compliance Issues With the SEC and
Your State
Diversification Strategies for Concentrated
Wealth-Single Stock (Repeat #5)

Advanced Mutual Fund Analysis
4:30pm-6:00pm

Reception

(Repeat #8)

Managing Client Expectations — Presenting
Investment Strategies and Results With Clients
(Repeat #19)

4:00pm

Conference Adjourns

REGISTRATION FORM — THE 2000 AICPA NATIONAL INVESTMENT PLANNING CONFERENCE
When ordering by mail, please return this entire page, including the mailing label.

Mail to: American Institute of CPAs

CONVENIENT WAYS TO REGISTER

Meetings Registrations

FAX: 1-800-870-6611 or BY PHONE: 1-888-777-7077

P.O. Box 2210

AMEX, VISA, MasterCard, or Discover only.

Jersey City, NJ 07303-2210

Fax: 1-800-870-6611*
Phone:1-888-777-7077*
*Credit Card registrations only

IMPORTANT: To expedite registration, please mention the source code on mailing
CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEE

label beginning with letters C1300AC

AICPA
Member

(A) Please check applicable box:

MAIL: Complete and mail to the address above.

□ M6

Accepted payment methods: Check, AMEX, VISA, MasterCard, or Discover only.

BY MAIL: Complete and mail the form on the reverse side to: American Institute of CPAs
(Check, AMEX, VISA, MasterCard or Discover only.)

Meetings Registrations

P.O. Box 2210

Super Early Bird Registration
(Register by 5/1/00) — Save $50

Nonmember

$645

$745

□ (M7) Special Package Registration
Get a FREE conference tape set. ..
a $250 value (Register by 4/15/00)

$695

$795

□ (M2) Early Bird Registration
(Register by 5/15/00) — Save $25

$670

$770

□ (M1) Regular Registration
(Register after 5/15/00)

$695

$795

Harborside Financial Center
Jersey City, NJ 07303-2210

CONFERENCE FEE: Conference fee includes all sessions, conference materials, 2 continental
breakfasts, 2 luncheons, refreshment breaks and a reception. Fee for optional sessions includes all

conference materials. Hotel accommodations and other meals are not included. Please note there is
no smoking during conference sessions. Suggested attire: Business casual.

CANCELLATION POLICY: Full refunds will be issued if written cancellation requests are received

$___________________

SUBTOTAL (A)

prior to 5/11/00. Refunds, less a $100 administrative fee, will be issued on written requests received

before 5/25/00. Due to financial obligations incurred by the AICPA, no refunds will be issued on

cancellation requests received after 5/25/00.

(B) Pre-Conference Workshop
□ Fundamentals of Investment Planning

$195
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CREDIT HOURS: Credit hours are recommended in accordance with the Statement on Standards

SUBTOTAL (B)

for Continuing Professional Education (CPE) programs. Your state board is the final authority for the

$___________
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Meetings and Travel Services Team at (201) 938-3232 or send e-mail to conference@aicpa.org.
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Member No. (required for discounted rates)

For reservations, contact the hotel directly. After the hotel reservation cutoff date (4/24/00), rooms will
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BUSINESS TELEPHONE

NICKNAME FOR BADGE
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FAX NO.

hotel for cancellation policy. To receive our special group rate, please mention that you will be attending

the 2000 AICPA National Investment Planning Conference
Philadelphia Marriott Downtown

Full payment must accompany this registration form. My check for $payable to AICPA is enclosed.

1201 Market Street
OR

Philadelphia, PA 19107

Please bill my credit card:

□ American Express
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□ VISA

□ MasterCard

(215) 625-2900

Rate: $189 Single/Double
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American Airlines:
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS

EXHIBIT AND SPONSORSHIP: Don’t miss the opportunity to present and sell your organization’s
services and products to thousands of financial professionals and CPAs at AICPA conferences.

For detailed information on AICPA conference exhibit and sponsorship opportunities, please call
(212) 596-6136 or send e-mail to exhibit@aicpa.org.

Seating at the conference as well as hotel accommodations are limited —
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SUITE
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Optional Roundtables
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Concurrent Sessions
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special needs?
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2/00
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□ No (If yes, you will be contacted.)

10:30am-11:45pm
1:15pm- 2:30pm
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CPAs No Longer Just Look in the Rear View Mirror
By John P. Napolitano CPA/PFS, CFP, MST

am writing from the AICPA Person
al Financial Planning Technical
Conference in New Orleans. After
walking through the exhibit hall and
speaking with many vendors in atten
dance, it is clear that today’s financial
giants, from fund companies to large
insurance providers, recognize the
power of CPA planners but still are try
ing to figure out how to integrate their
products and influence into CPAs’ prac
tices. These companies are well inten
tioned, but many do not, yet, under
stand the culture, values or needs of
CPA planners and their absolute
requirement for independence and
objectivity in the recommendations
they make.

I

PFP Paradigm

It has been clear from my discus
sions with CPAs in New Orleans who
have moved to PFP that their clients
have strongly embraced the new para
digm of CPA financial planner. The per
ceived conflict of this role exists main
ly within ourselves, not within our
clients. We practitioners (especially in
New England) have wrestled with this
issue for far too long.
Our clients want us to deliver this

broad range of products and services in
an objective, professional and costeffective manner. Our PFP colleagues
will tell us that clients realize someone,
somewhere is making money for pro
viding financial planning products and
services to them. Clients often seek, and
are willing to pay for, our counsel on the
appropriateness and value of thirdparty-recommended financial products.
It only makes sense that we become the
source of those recommendations and
an option for the fulfillment of the pro
posed financial solutions.
The 700-plus CPA financial planners
at the conference are testimony to the
fact that this is what our clients want
and need. Throughout the conference
there have been excellent sessions on
technology, practice and business
development, effective marketing and
general discussions about the opportu
nity of PFP for the modern CPA. Prac
titioners from San Francisco to Boston
affirmed that our profession is changing
for the better and were anxious to return
home to apply some of the new skills
and insights they had learned during
this conference.
Next year the PFP technical confer
ence will be in beautiful San Diego.

Whether you currently provide PFP ser
vices or still are debating doing so, I
strongly encourage you to take the
opportunity to be there and learn what
so many others are doing to enhance
their value to their clients and the over
all value of their firms.
Tips for Tax Season

During tax season, you can identify
clients who may need financial plan
ning advice. Practitioners active in the
PFP process use this information to
expand their client offerings and rev
enues before tax season ends. For those
of you still on the sidelines or consider
ing adding PFP to your process, take
this as an example of just how helpful
you can be to your clients. While slug
ging through hundreds of 1040s, look at
the schedule B the way your clients
want you to. Look for evidence of too
much ordinary income pouring from
banks or bonds. If you begin looking at
schedule Bs in this manner, you will
uncover millions of dollars in unattend
ed or purely mismanaged assets. You
may find a candidate in one of your
clients—a middle-aged investor—with
out of state municipal bonds inherited
Continued on page 10

Virginia Stanley, CPA/PFS, Honored
Virginia Stanley, CPA/PFS, received
the Distinguished Service Award at the
PFP Technical Conference in New
Orleans. The award is the highest
honor given by the PFP Section to a
CPA who has served the public interest
by enhancing the quality of personal
financial planning services.

Virginia Stanley, recipient of the Distin
guished Service Award, is flanked by Barry
Melancon (left), AICPA president, and Dirk
Edwards, chair, PFP Executive Committee.
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Reading Market Signals

One thing has not changed, howev
er: Asset allocation primarily deter
By Dean Mioli, CPA
mines long-term investment results.
How an investor distributes invest
n an entertaining presentation, Peter
ments in stocks and bonds and their
Ricchiutti, assistant dean of Tulane
respective subclasses has a far greater
University’s A. B. Freeman School of
impact on the results than any specific
Business, New Orleans, offered insights investment.
on what is happening in the stock market
To the question of whether this mar
today. In “Market Signals—What is the
ket has topped, he said some would
Financial Market Telling Us Now?” he
answer, “Yes,” and pointed to the
observed that ’’everywhere you turn, the
explosion of the IPO market. “If
stock market is right in your face.”
Martha Stewart and the World
Scrolling stock tickers and quote
Wrestling Federation (WWF) are now
machines are as common as comer street
public companies,” Ricchiutti com
vendors. Financial television shows and
mented, “when is wrestler 'Stone Cold’
investment periodicals have proliferated
Steve Austin going public?”
to a mind-boggling degree. NASDAQ
advertisements have replaced beer com
Adviser’s Role
mercials on televised NFL games. People
An investment’s adviser role is to
follow the market daily.
explain the theory of asset allocation and

I

the risk/return trade-offs to clients. This
role is made difficult because new market
paradigms seem to be developing, Ric
chiutti said. For example, “How do you
view this market? Do we use a new par
adigm such as the higher the loss per
share, the higher the stock price? Are
price/eamings ratios meaningless?”
The P/E ratio is affected by earnings’
volatility, interest rates, and, most
important, earnings’ growth. Wall Street,
Ricchiutti observed, is willing to pay
ever-increasing multiples for aboveaverage growth rates. The business of
Wall Street is to forecast future earnings.
The higher the P/E ratio, the more
“sex appeal” a company’s stock will
have. But even though clients may want
to say at a cocktail party that they own
the hottest stock, advisers have to be
the voice of reason.
Outrageous Prices

CPAs No Longer Just Look in the Rear View Mirror
Continued from page 9
from an elderly parent that deliver little
benefit, who gets no guidance from an
out-of-state or inattentive broker.
Possibly another client has substan
tial interest income because he or she
simply has a very low risk tolerance
and thinks U.S. Treasuries are risky.
Consequently, the money stays in a
bank.
This is definitely not the profile of
a client who pays for investment
advice, but it is the profile of one who
may benefit from a fixed annuity.
Arguably one of the most misused
financial products, the annuity, even a
fixed annuity, is suitable for certain
clients. A fixed annuity can provide a
guaranteed tax deferred 7% rate of
return for five years. For the client
who plans to buy a five-year CD any
way, this type of annuity can meet the
requirement for low risk.
The secret to the appropriateness of
this scenario is to find an annuity with a
reasonable surrender structure (five
years or less in this case) and a better
rate than the bank. An independent
financial planner, having access to a
variety of such products, is in the best
position to serve this client.
A similar look at a client’s schedule
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D can reveal an overtraded, inadequate
ly managed or poorly diversified port
folio. Unfortunately, many clients’
portfolios look like potluck suppers
rather than clearly defined plans to
meet their needs. I am sure you have
many clients whose portfolios are the
result of knee-jerk investments into last
year’s winning funds or several poorly
performing stocks bought from college
classmate brokers. Clearly your clients
are likely to welcome some consolida
tion and repositioning. A client with
such a portfolio is looking for a head
coach to provide basic allocation ser
vices through specific investment
advice without the fear he or she will be
sold something simply because of a
commission. Your clients will be grate
ful for this service.
Don’t let another tax year pass by
without resolving to be more proactive
in your clients’ personal investment
and planning needs. No one else is bet
ter positioned or more qualified to
offer those services than you, their
CPA. Your clients no longer want you
only for looking in the rear-view mir
ror of their lives, but for being their
partner in planning for their future
financial security. ♦

Ricchiutti segued to an important
question: “Is the market expensive?”
His answer: Not necessarily, although
some of the popular components are.
Historically stocks have sold for 1 to
1.5 times their earnings’ growth rate.
For example, Gillette has a P/E ratio of
30 while earnings are growing at 15%;
thus shares are selling at twice their
growth rate. Wal-Mart stock currently
sells for 3.5 times its earnings growth
rate and Coca Cola triple its growth
rate. Ricchiutti believes the stock of
these companies is selling at outra
geous multiples based on historical
trends because they are too large to
grow earnings at a 20% to 30% rate.
But why is this happening? Ricchiutti
believes one reason is the need for insti
tutional liquidity. Nowadays, institutions
are placing the majority of the trades, and
they need to get in and out of stocks
without moving the stock price against
themselves. Another reason is the popu
larity of index funds, particularly the
increase in the number of S&P 500 index
funds. Each of these funds must own the
exact same basket of stocks.
Consequently, a tsunami of money
has gone into the large capitalization
market. (The number of outstanding
shares times the share price determines
market capitalization.) Also, when for
eign money managers look to invest in
the United States, they buy shares of
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Advising on Stock
Options-Beyond
the Numbers
By Sarah Phelan, JD
aren Goodfriend, CPA/PFS, of
Goldstein Enright Financial
Advisers, Inc., practices in
Palo Alto, California, at the heart of Sil
icon Valley. The many high-tech com
panies based there include Internet start
ups that have created unprecedented
wealth for employees with stock
options. In her presentation, “Financial
Planning for Stock Options,” Good
friend addressed several complex tech
nical issues, such as balancing income
tax and AMT consequences, qualifying
and disqualifying dispositions, alterna
tives for funding the exercise of options,
and estate planning for stock options.
She presented detailed written examples
of how various alternatives play out.
In addition to the expert technical
information she presented, Ms. Good
friend shared her experience on “softer”
issues encountered in this practice area.
Her insights, practical observations,
and tips are valuable to anyone advising
on stock options. Her tips not only sug
gest how planners can avoid missteps
but also help them decide whether the
practice area is appropriate for them.

K
Highest scorers on the PFS exam (from left to right). June 18, 1999 exam: Laura A.
Buckner, third highest (not in picture: John J. Bessolo, UI, first; Robert Russo, second);
November 6, 1999 exam: Diane B. McGuire, third; Alton W. Knight, first; not in pic
ture: Kenneth L. Thrasher, second; on right, Dirk Edwards, chair, AICPA PFP Execu
tive committee.

Home Depot and General Electric, not
companies like Pep Boys. Many good
small cap companies may go unnoticed
by Wall Street. As a result, Ricchiutti
believes, small cap stocks sell at a sig
nificant discount compared with their
large cap counterparts.
Fair Value

To repeat a question asked earlier, is
the market fairly valued? The market is
trading at fair value, according to the fol
lowing analysis by Ricchiutti. To deter
mine fair value, divide 1 by the P/E ratio
of the market, which equals the yield on
the 30-year bond. Look, for example, at
the Value Line 1700 index, which is
unweighted (that is, every stock has equal
weight) and has a broader range of stocks
than the S&P 500. The Value Line index
more truly represents the overall market
than the S&P 500, whose return depends
mostly on its largest 10 stocks. The Value
Line index has a P/E ratio of fifteen.
Therefore, the 30-year bond yield would
be 6.67%, which is very close to where
the yield currently is.
Global Markets

Investors no longer can ignore for
eign markets. International investing is
an important part of asset allocation.
There are risks such as currency trans
lation and accounting differences. The
positives outweigh the negatives, how
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ever, and they are growing free-market
capitalism with the effect of lowering
overall portfolio risk.
Internet Stocks

During the question-and-answer
period, a conference participant asked,
“Are Internet stocks overvalued?” Ric
chiutti’s reply: Internet stock prices are
“ridiculous.” Although he called the
Internet a very important innovation, he
was uncertain whether its stocks are
exceptional investments, citing some
comparable examples in history.
The car, he said, was a great innova
tion. At one time, there were 50 U.S.
car companies, but now there are 2, nei
ther of which, he said, are attractive
investments. When airplanes first were
made, there were 129 manufacturers.
Now there is only Boeing. Not every
dot.com, he predicted, will flourish in
the years ahead. Isn’t that the truth!
For Further Reading

Ricchiutti suggested reading several
books, including Benjamin Graham’s
The Intelligent Investor (Harper &
Row), which, he said, you should keep
on your desk to impress people. Anoth
er was Peter Lynch’s One Up On Wall
Street (Simon & Schuster), in which
Lynch tells how he found great invest
ments like La Quinta, which, Ricchiutti
joked, “stands for ‘next to Denny’s.’” ♦

Entry Decisions

Is this a field you want to get into?
Advising on stock options presents many
opportunities to build a client base. Wordof-mouth recommendations can help
develop this practice rapidly; one reason
is that any one client is likely to have sev
eral colleagues who are in similar situa
tions and need professional advice.
Success in this area, however,
requires a commitment to a high level of
responsiveness. A practitioner is likely to
be serving a group of people with simi
lar needs at the same time. Commonly
these clients face similar deadlines, so
the work can be very intense. Moreover,
stock prices can fluctuate rapidly, which
can put considerable pressure on the
CPA to act quickly.
Continued on page 12
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Advising on Stock Options-Beyond the Numbers
Continued from page 11
More Than Gen-X Geniuses

The planner needs to look beyond
“Gen-X techies” for a client base.
Potential clients are found not only at
Internet companies or other “silicon”
companies but also at medical, pharma
ceutical, and other high-tech compa
nies.
Furthermore, young executives are
not the only potential clients. Employ
ees who joined a company early also
may hold significant options and are as
likely to be clerks as CEOs.
Sudden Wealth Syndrome
and Similar Issues

The planner needs to be alert to psy
chological issues. People who get stock
options face a number of the same
issues as people who win the lottery,
“except that winning the lottery doesn’t
have as many complications,” Good
friend said. Tax planning is a complica
tion both groups face, but an owner of
options also faces many significant
restrictions, including plan restrictions,
SEC restrictions, vesting restrictions,
and underwriter restrictions.
The “sudden wealth syndrome,”
Goodfriend said, resembles what a per
son goes through when there is a fami
ly tragedy, in that it takes time to accept

the change. People experience stages of
denial and disbelief, and it takes about
a year for them to get accustomed to the
new realities in their lives.
Inertia also is very common. Simply
holding the options is the path of least
resistance. But when the time comes
that the options must be exercised,
clients experience serious discomfort.
Many clients did not go to their com
panies expecting to get rich; they took
their jobs because they liked the work.
Consequently, a significant portion of
clients suffer discomfort, almost guilt,
over their sudden wealth. Advisers must
be alert for these feelings, because these
clients may sabotage themselves. For
example, a client whose feelings about
his or her new assets are ambivalent may
“accidentally” miss a deadline for exer
cising options.
A feeling of pressure is almost uni
versal among these clients. Many lament
that life used to be simpler and are afraid
of making the wrong decisions.
Other psychological issues clients
face center around the attachment to
stock. Say the stock they hold has done
well and is the most familiar stock
investment they know. An adviser talk
ing to these clients about diversification
must be aware of the attachment, and

factor it into any discussion of the
potential costs and benefits of holding
or diversifying.
Advisers also need to be aware of
special circumstances in clients’ lives
that will affect planning for their use of
options. It’s important be informed
about such issues as divorce, termina
tion, disability, terminal illnesses, and
deaths in the family.
States Rule

Knowing state rules on stock options
is essential. Proper advice is state-spe
cific on several important points. Issues
arise, for example, when married peo
ple who hold options as community
property move out of state and then
divorce. Currently, California is creat
ing controversy by attempting to con
trol the treatment of options owned by
people who have moved out of state.
In some states, court cases have indi
cated that the time options are exercised
determines the point at which owner
ship rights arise. Other states say own
ership rights arise at the time that the
options are granted. To a couple who
marry or divorce between these two
times, these issues are very important.
Good state-specific pre- and post
nuptial planning is important. Many
clients are uncomfortable addressing
these issues, but the planner needs to
make sure that clients understand these
issues exist.
Avoiding “Ageism”

The planner needs to drop precon
ceptions about age-appropriate plan
ning. A 30 year old can be looking at a
number of issues more commonly
faced by someone twice as old. and it
may very well be appropriate to struc
ture a plan for someone who’s 30 that’s
similar to a plan for someone age 60.
The younger person may want to switch
to a lower-paying career (become an
artist?) or sail around the world, just
like a “permanent” retiree, even if he or
she can choose to reenter the working
world in a few years.
Planners will find some thirty-some
things have the same questions as
retirees of their parents’ generation:
“Will I have enough for a comfortable
life-style?” and “Is there a chance that
I’d outlive my capital?”
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Goodfriend said she had clients who
ran their own numbers on free Web
software, such as Quicken, and reached
conclusions wide of the mark, either
too optimistic or too pessimistic. Pro
fessional planners have an opportunity
and a responsibility to run a sound cap
ital sufficiency analysis for these
clients.

The Next Best Thing—2000 AICPA PFP Technical Conference
Audio Cassettes
Following is a list of the audio tapes of the 2000 PFP
Technical Conference in New Orleans, January 10-12,
which is preceded by information for ordering tapes.
Credit card. Phone: 570-775-0580; fax: 570-775-9671.
On the Web. www.confcopy.com.

Practical Tips

Most clients are well advised to have
their options held by a broker, who can
get the options to market very quickly
when that seems advisable. Some
clients, on the other hand, are so con
cerned about tracing exactly which
shares they are selling (or gifting) that
they prefer to hold their property in cer
tificate form. (Tracing is crucial, of
course, in determining the tax basis of
the property being transferred.)
Goodfriend advised finding an
attorney interested and experienced in
drafting pre-nuptial and post-nuptial
agreements to cover stock options, and
building a good relationship with that
attorney.
As a good general resource, Ms.
Goodfriend recommended Stock Op
tions: An Authoritative Guide to Incen
tive and Nonqualified Stock Options
(2nd edition), by Robert R. Pastore.
The ISBN of the second edition (Janu
ary 2000) is 0966889924. ♦

Preparing for the PFS
Exam
"Use the tax season to get

ready for the Personal
Financial Specialist ex
amination” was among the tips offered
by Terry Stock, CPA/PFS, Stock
Financial Services, Dallas in his pre
sentation “Everything You Wanted to
Know About the PFS Exam,” at the
AICPA PFP Technical Conference in
New Orleans. Stock is author of the
PFS Exam Self-Study Guide and he
developed and instructed exam prepa
ration classes for KPMG Peat Mar
wick in 1989 and for Price Waterhouse
in 1993.

13 "Plan for Your Business Before You Plan Your
Clients—Constructing a Successful Financial Plan
ning Practice," Harold Evensky, CFP, Evensky, Brown
& Katz, Coral Gables, Florida

Mail. Conference Copy, Inc., 8435 Route 739, Hawley,
Pennsylvania 18428.

Prices. 1-7 tapes, $15 each; 8 or more tapes, $14;
complete set (37 tapes), $395. Add shipping and han
dling for all orders.

01 "Opportunities in Investment Management," John
Coghlan, president, Schwab International, San Fran
cisco.
02 "What Clients Really Want and How to Deliver It in the
Fastest-Paced Environment We Have Ever Witnessed,"
Paul Dunn, founding chairman, Results Accountants'
Systems, Pleasanton, California (2 tapes).

04 "Improving Your Practice," Paul Dunn (2 tapes).
05 "Financial Planning for Stock Options," Karen Good
friend, CPA/PFS, Goldstein Enright Financial Advis
ers, Inc., San Ramon, California (2 tapes).
06 "Get Under the Hood of Your Annuities," Mark J.
Smith, MJ. Smith & Associates, Aurora, Colorado (2
tapes).
07 "Financial Independence Projections" Moderator:
Robert Lees, CPA/PFS, KPMG, LLP, Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Panelists: Andy Blackman, CPA/PFS,
Shapiro & Lobel, New York; James A Shambo,
CPA/PFS, Lifetime Planning Concepts PC, Colorado
Springs, Colorado (2 tapes).
08 "Maximizing Benefits and Contributions for Quali
fied Plans," Bruce Temkin, Louis Kravitz & Associ
ates, Encino, California (2 tapes).

14 "Effective Media Training," George Ryan, News
Anchor, WBRZ-TV, New Orleans.

15 "Market Signals—What Are the Financial Markets
Telling Us Now?" Peter Ricchiuti, Tulane University
A.B. Freeman School of Business, New Orleans.

21 "Estate Planning for Large Balance Retirement
Plans," Marvin R. Rotenberg, BankBoston, Boston
(2 tapes).
22 "Income Tax Consequences of Distribution From
Estates and Trusts," Theodore Atlass, JD, Atlass Pro
fessional Corporation, Denver (2 tapes).
23 "Discounts of Closely Held Businesses," Donald J.
Lukinovich, JD, LLM, CPA, Metairie, Louisiana (2
tapes).
29 "Assessing Client Risk Tolerance," Moderator: Bruce
Temkin, Louis Dravitz & Associates, Encino, Califor
nia. Panelists: Ross Levin, CFP, Accredited Investors,
Inc., Edina, Minnesota; Harold Evensky, CFP, Even
sky, Brown & Katz, Coral Gables, Florida (2 tapes).
30 "Hedging, Monetizing and Diversifying Concentrated
Equity Holdings," Katherine DePauwe Graham, first
vice president, Bank One Corporation, Chicago (2
tapes).
36 "What to Do—Sell, Merge, Consolidate, etc.—The
Future of Your Practice," Moderator: Irwin S.
Rothenberg, CPA/PFS, Wealth Management Consul
tants LLC, Santa Rosa, California. Panelists: Barton
C. Francis, CPA/PFS; Ernst & Young, West Palm
Beach; Stuart Kessler, CPA/PFS, Goldstein Golub
Kessler LLP, New York.

09 "Asset Allocation—Why Bother?" Harold Evensky,
CFP, Evensky, Brown & Katz, Coral Gables, Florida
(2 tapes)

71 "Case Studies Using PFP Notebook, Investment Sce
nario Generator and QuickView Software," Jane
Schuck, director, Brentmark Software Inc., Orlando
(2 tapes).

10 "Behavioral Finance," Russell J. Fuller, PhD, CFA,
Fuller & Thaler Asset Management, San Mateo, Cali
fornia.

72 "An Intermediate ExecPlan Overview," Robert Fourman, director, Sales and Marketing, ExecPlan,
Princeton, New Jersey (2 tapes).

11 "Roth IRA—What's the Problem?" Martin Silfen,
JD, Indianapolis.
12 "Estate Tax Update," Michael E. Guarisco, JD, LLM,
Guarisco, Weiler & Cordes LLC, New Orleans.

75 "Everything You Wanted to Know About the PFS
Examination," Terry Stock, Stock Financial Ser
vices, Dallas.

Continued on page 14
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Preparing for the PFS Exam

PFS Exam Review Series
Developed

Continued from page 13
Stock advises PFS candidates to
review the content specification outline
for the exam for issues and topics to
observe during the tax season. He also
thinks that the sample questions in the
Candidates Handbook are very good
examples that are sometimes replicated
on the exam.
Practice, Knowledge and Experience

The exam, Stock said, is a fair test
based on practice, knowledge and expe
rience. Some recurring topics that he
has observed are
■ Insurance and risk management.
■ Investment risk. Strategic versus
unique risk.
■ SSARS 6 versus SSARS 1
(Note: The AICPA has also recently
issued an exposure draft, “Proposed

Statement on Standards for Accounting
and Review Services, Financial State
ments Included in Written Business Val
uations,” which can be downloaded from
the AICPA Web site (www.aicpa.org).
■ SRPFPP 1-5.
Stock also advised candidates to
look at the case study for what is miss
ing, as well as what is presented, and he
warned that time pressure is intense
during the exam especially during the
afternoon.
Exam Dates

The next PFS exam will be given on
Friday, June 23 (registration: April
24-May 19). For a copy of the Candi
date’s Handbook and more information
about the exam, call the Member Satis
faction team at 888-777-7077 or visit
www.aicpa.org.

Visit the Center
for Investment Advisory
Services
http://investmentadvisory.com

AICPA Review Courses

The AICPA is launching a series of
self-study review courses, some of which
will be available soon. (See “PFS Exam
Review Series Developed,” this page.) ♦

Worthwhile Web Sites
ElderWeb
www.elderweb.com

Practitioners providing—or thinking of providing—ElderCare services
will find useful articles, links, and directories related to these services at this
site. The directories are organized so visitors can locate information easily
by region and topic. There is also an ElderCare adviser directory organized
by state that includes CPAs and other providers. The site’s publisher is
Karen Stevenson Brown, CPA.
(Note: Also visit www.aicpa.org for information about ElderCare services.)
Saving for College with Section 529 Plans
www.savingforcollege.com

Qualified state tuition programs (QSTPs or 529 plans) are state-spon
sored investment programs that have special tax status under IRC section
529. Thus far, 41 states have developed their own programs. Investors can
select plans in any state. This Web site offers state comparisons and rat
ings, along with comprehensive, current, and objective information
regarding the plans. The site’s editors are Joseph F. Hurley, CPA, and Leah
Powell, CPA, of Bonadio & Co. LLP, Pittsford, New York. ♦
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he AICPA has developed a series
of self-study courses designed to
prepare candidates pursuing the
PFS designation, as well as to provide
practical information for all CPAs seek
ing to enhance financial planning skills.
Study questions will enable readers to
apply concepts. This five course series
is being designed by Carla Gordon,
MSFS, nationally recognized financial
services training expert, in conjunction
with financial planning experts from
the CPA community.
For all courses in this series, the course
format is text, the recommended CPE
credit hours are 8 hours, and the course
level is intermediate. Two courses will be
available shortly. Three other courses will
be available later this year and next year.
The two available courses are the
following:
■ Financial Planning Process and
Risk Management will introduce the per
sonal financial planning process as well as
personal risk management through insur
ance. Major topics include creating the
process, communication skills, regulatory
and ethical considerations, time value of
money, and insurance, including life, med
ical expense, disability, long-term care, lia
bility, property and auto coverage. Annu
ities will also be presented. The course will
be available April 15, 2000. (The product
no. is 730805PFP. AICPA member price:
$119.00; nonmember price: $149.00.)
■ Investment
Planning
will
address overall investment planning
concepts such as investment analysis,
selection, allocation, and monitoring as
well as an exploration of investment
categories (equities and debt, managed
investments, real estate and derivatives
such as options and futures) and will be
available July 1,2000. (The product no.
is 730815PFP; AICPA member price:
$119.00; nonmember price: $149.00).
The courses planned for later this
year and next year include
■ Retirement.
■ Estate planning
■ Tax planning
To order courses, call 888-777-7077,
fax 800-362-5066, or visit the AICPA
Web site (www.aipca.org). ♦
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TRENDWATCH
(continued from page 2)

Resources for Planners
Steve Leimberg’s Estate Planning QuickView

calling clients to sell. Financial planners
need to ask themselves what they pro
vide that is different from what brokers
are providing. They need to focus more
on personalized services. They might
also need to lower pricing, but that’s not
clear; not every segment is price-sensi
tive. The competition is heating up, and
the only refuge is in relationships and
value-added. Just picking mutual funds
and rebalancing allocations once a year
won’t cut it anymore.”

A product from Leimberg & LeClair
This time-saving client presentation program for estate and financial
planners provides instantaneous answers to two of the most important
questions you-and your clients-need to solve: What dispositive strat
egy will reduce taxes to the lowest possible amount? What dispositive
strategy will provide the highest amount for heirs? Incorporating cur
rent tax law changes, QuickView’s state law-sensitive flowchart and
graph-based Windows software compares 18 major dispositive plans
and in seconds gives answers about what arrangement will provide the
most for your client and your client’s family at the least possible cost.
Easy-to-use, the program creates flowcharts, graphs, and summaries
on the screen—or in print—that show your clients various tax-savings
scenarios.

The next generation will have it
tougher financially. Since 1993, that

Product No. 016576HSPFP01
Price: $199.00 AICPA Member, $249.00 Nonmember

has been the biggest worry of respon
dents to a financial issues survey of
affluent Americans conducted by the
U.S. Trust Company of New York.
U.S. Trust surveys individuals with an
adjusted gross income of more than
$225,000 annually or a net worth
greater than $3 million. Of the respon
dents, 80% have a will, 70% have an
estate plan and 73% have consulted
with an accountant. It appears most
need to listen more carefully to their
estate and tax planning advisers
because they underestimate the rate at
which their estates will be taxed.
Respondents cited an average of 24%,
but in reality the range is more likely
to be 37% to 55%.
The affluent believe the bull market
will continue into the new millennium
and are very optimistic about prospects
for the twenty-first century in general.
Nearly three-quarters (72%), however,
worry about the next generation having
a more difficult time financially and
nearly 60% think young people will
have a harder time becoming financial
ly successful in the twenty-first century.
As for investment success, the affluent
expect U.S. blue-chip stocks to bring
the best returns. They ranked technolo
gy as the business sector offering by far
the best investment opportunities. They
rated the United States as having the
strongest economy in 20 years (91%),
followed by China (57%), Germany
(45%) and Japan (45%).
More detail from the survey is avail
able at www.ustrust.com/affluent.htm. ♦
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Omniscience-The Infobase of Financial Planning Ideas

A product from Financial Planning Publications, Inc.
Omniscience is a timesaving personal financial planning and tax tool
that helps you explain complex terms and services to your clients. Its
colorful PowerPoint presentations, Internet links, financial calculators
and financial planning strategies make it useful to any CPA providing
PFP services. Features include:
■ Calculators—100 essential estate, tax and financial planning
calculations.
■ Strategy Text Library—over 1,600 planning recommenda
tions, strategies, examples, tax forms and Internet jump links.
■ 36 Colorful PowerPoint Slide Shows—powerful presenta
tions about investing, estate and retirement planning, insurance
and income taxes. Presentations can be customized and printed.
Product No. 017219PFP01
Price: $245 PFP Section Member; $320 AICPA Member; $400
Nonmember
Updated semiannually at $100 per update plus S&H (upon
approval)

A CPA’s Guide to Understanding Business Insurance

By Nino Lama, JD
Based on the best selling CPE self-study program, this guide provides
a broad overview of the business insurance field and equips you with
the knowledge to analyze an insurance portfolio with an in-depth case
study. Prepared by Nino Lama, JD, a state certified instructor for the
Agent’s and Broker’s Licensing Courses and adjunct faculty member
at the Ithaca College School of Business and School of Finance, this
book covers introduction to business insurance; types of insurance
companies; reinsurance and the insurance contract; real and personal
property loss exposure; income loss; and more.
Product No. 090448PFP01
Price: $29.00 AICPA Member; $36.00 Nonmember

To order these AICPA resources, call 888-777-7077 and ask for oper
ator PFP01 or visit www.aicpa.org.
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Revenue Procedure 2000-20 Creates Opportunities
for Practitioners
by Seymour Goldberg, CPA, MBA, JD
sponsor that files an application with
n February 7, 2000, the IRS
the IRS for an opinion letter as to the
revised its procedures for mas
acceptability of the form of the M&P
ter and prototype (M&P) and
plan
regional programs into a unified pro
 and its related documents must
agree to follow certain procedures.
gram for the pre-approval of pension,
The sponsor will be required to main
profit-sharing and annuity plans. Under
tain—and, when requested, to provide
the new revenue procedure, which is
the IRS with—a list of employers that
effective immediately, plan sponsors
have adopted its plan. In addition, when
are held to a level of compliance that
the sponsor reasonably concludes that an
can have a major impact on financial
employer's M&P plan is no longer a
planners.
qualified plan and the sponsor does not
The revenue procedure is complex.
or cannot submit a request to correct the
However, the opportunity for financial
qualification failure under the IRS
planners concerns an employer’s need
Employee Plans Compliance Resolution
to adopt a prototype plan in a timely
System (EPCRS), the sponsor must noti
manner.
fy the employer that the plan is no longer
Many employers adopt qualified
qualified, advise the employer that
plans that are sponsored by financial
adverse tax consequences can result
institutions. According to section 3.07
from loss of the plan's qualified status,
of the revenue procedure, “Sponsor
and inform the employer about the avail
Responsibilities,” sponsors must make
ability of EPCRS.
reasonable and diligent efforts to
This new revenue procedure will
ensure that adopting employers amend
trigger a substantial effort by plan
their plans when necessary. Also, a

O

sponsors to send out written notifica
tions to employers using prototype
plans to adopt a prototype plan docu
ment that is both timely and correct.
This presents a significant opportu
nity for planners to assist employers in
the timely adoption of prototype plans.
After the IRS approves an M&P plan,
an employer will have 12 months in
which to adopt the plan. Many employ
ers will call on planners and employee
benefits specialists to ensure their plans
remain qualified under the IRC.
Some planners may not feel com
fortable enough in the qualified plan
area to undertake an engagement to
ensure a plan will remain qualified.
These planners, however, at a mini
mum, should monitor their clients’
compliance when clients are asked to
adopt a prototype plan. ♦

Editor’s Note: Seymour Goldberg’s Pension Dis
tributions: Planning Strategies, Cases and Rulings
is a 300-plus-page text, which includes sample
forms and Brentmark software’s Minimum Distrib
ution Calculator. Member price: $89.95; nonmem
ber price: $ 112.50 To obtain a copy, call the AICPA
member satisfaction team at 888-777-7077, or visit
the AICPA Web site (WWW.aicpa.org). Ask for
product no. 017135PFP.
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